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Patients with cancer experience stress-determined psychosocial comorbidities and behavioural alterations. Patients
expectation to be cured by the first line surgery and their emotional status can be negatively influenced by the decision to
include neoadjuvant long-course radiotherapy prior to surgical intervention. From the patient’s perspective such treatment
algorithmindicates incurability of the disease. The aim of this study was to analyse the extent and dynamics of stress and related
psychosocial disturbances among patients with resectable rectal cancer to whom the neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy before
surgery has been indicated.Three standardised assessment tools evaluating psychosocial morbidity of rectal cancer patients
have been implemented: The EORTC QLQ C30-3, the EORTC QLQ CR29 module and the HADS questionnaires previously
tested for internal consistency were answered by patients before and after long-course radiotherapy and after surgery and the
scores of clinical and psychosocial values were evaluated by means of the EORTC and HADS manuals.
The most profound psychosocial distress was experienced by patients after the decision to apply neoadjuvant radiotherapy
and concomitant chemotherapy before surgical intervention. The involvement of pre-surgical radiotherapy into the treatment algorithm increased emotional disturbances (anxiety, feelings of hopelessness) and negatively influenced patient’s
treatment adherence and positive expectations from the healing process. The negative psychosocial consequences appeared
to be more enhanced in female patients. Despite provided information about advances of neoadjuvant radiotherapy onto
success of surgical intervention, the emotional and cognitive disorders improved only slightly. The results clearly indicate
that addressed communication and targeted psychosocial support has to find place before pre-surgical radiochemotherapy
and as a standard part through the trajectory of the entire multimodal rectal cancer treatment.
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Management of rectal cancer possess major challenges
concerning tumor control and anal sphincter preservation.
First line surgery followed by radio chemotherapy has long
been considered to be the standard treatment modality for
lower tumors with a distal edge up to 6 cm from the anal
verge. However, despite providing excellent local control, the
frequent tumor recurrence, adverse high incidence of sexual
and urinary dysfunction along with sphincter dysfunction
and psychosocial morbidity prompted clinicians to look for
alternative algorithm of rectal cancer treatment. Currently,
the standard approach to management of locally advanced
(T3 /T4) rectal cancer involves preoperative long-course
radio chemotherapy and mesorectal tumor resection [1-4].
Recently, several clinical studies brought evidence indicating
that at least 30% of patients with malignancies beginning

radiotherapy with or without chemotherapy suffered from
critical psychosocial distress [5-8]. Treatment-related distress
can be further enhanced by a situation, when pre-surgical
neoadjuvant radiotherapy is indicated. In the case of locally
advanced rectal cancer, the preoperative radio chemotherapyhas shown to be medically beneficial in improving the
outcome of surgery and enhancing the disease-free survival
rate [9, 10].However, patient’s expectation to be cured by the
first line surgery can be negatively influenced by the decision
to include neoadjuvant long-course radio chemotherapy prior
to surgical intervention. From the patient’s perspective such
treatment algorithmindicates incurability of the disease and
some patients tend to reject the proposed treatment modality [1]. The change of treatment algorithm and the feeling of
hopelessness may be associated with serious multiple physical
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and emotional morbidities and enhanced distress may result
in patients lack of surveillance and coping abilities.Patients
who opt for up-front rectal surgery need to understand that
the success of surgery depends on pre-surgical tumor shrinkage, preservation of tumor spread and prevention of adverse
complications.
In light of the above consideration, this paper deals with
the assessment of the pre-surgical long-course radio chemotherapy onto the psychosocial status of rectal cancer patients
before and after of radiotherapy administration. Based on the
previous observations we hypothesized
that there would be a difference among occurrence of anxiety, depression, and traumatic stress symptoms before and after
radiotherapy treatment. We predicted positive outcome in
patient’s understanding and cooperation after informational
intervention explaining the beneficial results of pre-surgical
radiotherapy onto treatment results of surgery and final clinical outcome.
Patients and methods
Patients with stage T3 and T4 locally advanced resectable
rectal cancer eligible for the survey were recruited from the
Department of Radiology, St. Elisabeth Cancer Institute,
Bratislava, Slovakia. After completion of the diagnosis, the
first-line treatment modality was discussed and designed in
a meeting of a multidisciplinary team. The decision to treat
selected patients with the first line pre-surgical radiotherapy
(with and without chemotherapy) was disclosed to patients
in a personal communication. From 72 patients a group of 64
stratified patients (43 men, 21 women aged 54 – 76 years) were
than involved into the survey. The exclusion criteria involved
presence of serious co-morbidities and distant metastases,
and absence in one of the check-ups. In the first line of treatment, patients were treated with long-course pre-surgical
radiotherapy (Lineac, 2,0Gy/day, 5 times/week, 64 GyTD)
with or without concomitant chemotherapy (5-Fu 350 mg/
m2/day). Clinical parameters of radiotherapy treatment (tumordown staging, frequency of local recurrence, sphincter
preservation etc.) were analysed before surgical intervention

by means of standard techniques and were included into the
results. In assessing the treatment-related distress, patients
completed measures of psychosocial distress symptoms (anxiety, depression, physical, marital, sexual and other symptoms)
by answering questions of standardised EORTC Quality of
Life (QLQ) questionnaires and the Hospitality Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS) questionnaire.The questionnaires
were distributed to patients at three intervals a) after the
decision to initiate the treatment with first-line radio chemotherapy, b) after the radio chemotherapy termination and c)
to limited number of patients reporting to the first check-up
after surgical intervention.
The EORTC QLQ-C30.3 [12] is a 30-item self-reporting
questionnaire developed to assess the quality of life of cancer
patients. The questionnaire is grouped into five functional
subscales (role, physical, cognitive, emotional and social
functioning). In addition, there are three multi-item symptom scales (fatigue, pain, and nausea and vomiting), and two
questions assessing overall quality of life (QoL). The EORTC
QLQ-RC29 module [13] comprises 29 items assessing the
rectal cancer-specific symptom scales (disease symptoms, side
effects of treatment). According to the EORTC guidelines, the
scores in Likert 1-4 scale were re–calculated to scores ranging
from 0 to 100, where higher scores for the functioning scales
represent a higher level of functioning and higher scores for
the symptoms represent a greater extent of symptomatology.
The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale – HADS [14]
is a 14-item self-report scale that consists of a depression and
an anxiety scale, each with 7 items. It focuses on subjective
disturbances of mood rather than physical signs, and aims at
distinguishing depression from anxiety. The HADS gives clinically meaningful results as a psychological screening tool, in
clinical group comparisons and in correlational studies with
several aspects of disease and quality of life. It is sensitive to
changes both during the course of diseases and in response to
psychotherapeutic and psychopharmacological intervention.
Finally, HADS scores predict psychosocial and possibly also
physical outcome.
The significance of achieved results was analysed by means
of the Kruskal-Wallis variance test [15].

Table 1. Comparison of psychosocial functioning scales (1 – 100) in rectal cancer patients before and after pre-surgical radio chemotherapyand surgical
intervention
Scale

Mean score
Men
Before RT After RT

Functioning
Physical
74,8+20,9
74,3+14,3
Role
81,1+16,9
50,3+ 8,8
Emotional
51,0+ 9,8
68,0+ 7,6
Cognitive
78,2+10,2
63,7+16,1
Social
57,0+18,0
60,2+17,0
Global QoL
3,06+ 0,8
3,77+ 0,8
Higher scores indicate higher level of functioning and quality of life
Global quality of life scores 1 – 7, 1 – very bad, 7 – excellent

Mean score
Women
Before RT After RT
66,5+14,3
50,3+8,8
58,0+7,6
63,7+16,1
60,2+17,0
3,7+0,8

71,7+10,5
71,8+9,8
73,5+15,8
62,7+14,3
74,2+8,5
4,0+0,8

P
Men Women

Mean score
after surgery P

NS NS
<0,05 <0,05 <0,05
<0,05
<0,05 NS
NS <0,05
NS NS

77.4 NS
86,0 <0,05
79,5 <0,05
75,1 NS
75,5 NS
4,0 NS
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Results
Functioning and global quality of life in patients before
and after radio-chemotherapy and surgery. Table 1 shows
patient’s functioning and global quality of life as measured by
the EORTC QLQ C30.3 questionnaires at three intervals: before an after radio chemotherapy and too 19 patients reported
to the first check-up after surgical treatment.
The results indicate that physical functioning did not
change considerably during the course of treatment, while
scores of other aims showed variability within the treatment
trajectory, both in men and women: Before the start of radio
chemotherapy men reported relatively high role (81,1) and
cognitive (78,2) functioning scores. However, these values
significantly dropped after neoadjuvant treatment (50,0 vers.
63,7). In male patients, the enhanced pre-treatment distress
was expressed by low emotional functioning score (51,0) and
the quality of social life (57,0). In men, the emotional values
significantly improved after radio chemotherapy termination
(68,0), while social life scores remained nearly unchanged. In
women the situation appeared to be slightly different: Female
patients reported lower functional scores in all domains before
radio chemotherapy (range 50 – 63), while scoring in nearly
all domains significantly improved after radio chemotherapy
treatment. Post-treatment improvement in the global quality
of life scores was not of statistical significance.
General cancer symptomatology before and after presurgicalradio chemotherapy. General symptoms of the
disease, known to be expressed nearly in all malignancies in the
course of disease progression [16,17] appeared to be enhanced
in rectal cancer patients before neoadjuvant treatment (Table
2): Before radio chemotherapy male patients complained
more frequently about enhanced fatigue, insomnia, and pain.
After neoadjuvant treatment, enhanced scores in nearly all
disease symptoms were remained enhanced. As in the case of
psychosocial morbidity, the increased symptom scores before

pre-surgical radio chemotherapy was gender related and the
male/female ratio was significantly higher in female patients:
In females, the high pre-treatment scoring of fatigue (31,6) and
pain (24,5), nearly doubled after pre-surgical radio chemotherapy, while insomnia scores dropped from 41,8 to 33,3.
Before pre-surgical radio chemotherapy the male patients presented enhanced fatigue and pain symptomatology along with
sleeping problems and sexual disability. In the post-treatment
analysis, the symptom scores (excluding pain) increased of
about 30 to 45%. It is to note, that sexual problems and financial
concerns were troubling mainly female patients.
After surgery, 17 patients reported to check-up at the
place of investigation. Interestingly, scores of insomnia and
pain were enhanced in treated patients regardless the gender.
However, the small number of patients reported after surgery
and participated in the survey is insufficient to take a serious
conclusion
Anxiety and depression scores in patients before and
after radio chemotherapy as measured by HADS questionnaire. The results comparing functioning scales and cancer
symptom values indicated that pre-surgical radiotherapy
is perceived by rectal cancer patients as a serious threat of
incurability of their disease. Low scores of emotional functioning before radio chemotherapy have been considered
as predictors of enhanced anxiosity, traumatic stress and
anxio-depressive syndromeoccurrence in patients to whom
the indication of neoadjuvant radio chemotherapy prior
to surgical treatment has been disclosed. The anxiety and
depression morbidity were assessed using the HADS scale.
Cut-off scores were set up for both syndromes as following:
0 – 7 non-case, 8 – 11 borderline, 12 – 16 severe, 17 – 21
pathological. At baseline, the HADS questionnaire was distributed to all rectal cancer patients with the indication of
pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy, then after the completion of
the neoadjuvant treatment, and finally after surgical intervention. The results ale presented in the Table 3

Table 2. Symptom scores (1 – 100) of rectal cancer patients before and after pre-surgical radiotherapy followed by surgery as measured by the EORTC
QLQ C29 questionnaire
Scale

Mean score
Men
Before RT After RT

Symptoms
Fatigue
29,3+14,3
42,5+20,9
Nausea
8,5+15,1
7,7+12,4
Pain
27,7+ 9,6
29,6+ 8,5
Dyspnoea
9,4+33,6
11,9+23,1
Insomnia
23,6+10,0
44,4+14,2
Appetite
14,4+28,3
18,5+26,5
Constipation
12,7+33,1
12,0+23,1
Diarrhoea
6,4+22,4
5,2+18,7
Sex problem
24,1+19,0
27,4+24,5
Finances
8,2+23,7
8,6+22,2
Higher scores indicate higher degree of symptoms

Mean score
Women
Before RT After RT

31,6+ 9,8
7,6+15,4
24,5+12,0
14,1+20,3
41,8+ 9,8
16,7+18,4
9,97+ 6,4
5,2+12,1
32,5+25,7
22,4+ 5,1

45,7+14,7
6,7+20,9
42,8+19,0
9,6+17,0
33,3+15,5
19,5+16,3
10,0+12,3
4,0+20,1
44,7+25,2
32,2+14,7

P
Men Women

Mean
score
after
surgery P

<0,05 <0,05
NS NS
NS <0,05
NS NS
<0,05 <0,05
<0,05 NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS <0,05
NS <0,05

37.4 NS
6,0 NS
55,5 <0,05
15,1 NS
55,5 <0,05
14,0 NS
11,0 NS
8,8 NS
48,4 NS
NS NS
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Table 3. Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) responses from patients with locally advanced rectal cancer before and after preoperative
radiotherapy
Anxiety
Tension, wound-up feeling
Frightened feeling
Worrying thoughts
Feeling of easy relaxation
„Butterflies“ in stomach
Restlessness
Panic

Men
2,0
1,8
1,6
1,3
1,4
2,0
1,1

**Mean value

11,2

Depression
Still enjoying thinks
Laughing ability
Feeling cheerful
Slow-down feeling
Interest lost in appearance
Future
Reading, listening enjoyment

Men
0,8
1,0
1,3
1,8
0,3
1,2
0,5

*Score
before RT
Women
2,7
2,0
2,1
1,8
1,8
2,2
1,2
13,8
Score
Before RT
Women
1,2
1,3
2,0
1,3
1,4
1,5
0,9

**Mean value
6,8
*Mean values in Likert scale 0 – 3
**Total mean score of anxiety or depression 0 – 21

9,6

*Score
after RT

Men
1,9
1,2
1,1
1,8
1,0
1,6
0,4
9,0

Women
2,0
1,8
1,4
1,9
1,2
1,9
0,7

0,9
1,4
1,2
0,8
0,4
2,1
0,8

10,9
Score
After RT
Men Women
1,1
1,3
1,8
1,2
1,9
1,6
0,3

7,5

9,3

The HADS testing revealed that patients displayed symptoms of tension, frightening feeling, worrying thoughts,
nervousness and restlessness mainly before pre-surgicalradio
chemotherapy. The difference in the mean anxiety scores
over normal cut-off level (7 points) in men and women (11,2
vs. 13,8) indicate that the feeling of anxiety more intensively
percieved by female patients. After pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy, significant improvements on anxiety symptoms as
well as the mean anxiety values were recorded in both patient
groups. Despite the improvement of the psychosocial status,
anxiety indicator scores remained high.
In contrast to enhanced anxiety feeling, depression mood
was less vulnerable than anxiety and worrying before and

Ratio
Men/women

-RT
0,74
0,88
0,76
0,61
0,77
0,90
0,83

+RT
0,90
0,91
0,78
0,94
0,83
0,90
0,57

0,81

SD P
0,113
0,021
0,014
0,233
0,042
0,000
0,183

< 0,05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

0,014

<0,05

0,83
Ratio
men/women
-RT +RT
0,66
0,82
0,76
0,90
1,06
0,66
1,38
0,66
0,21
0,20
0,80
1,78
0,55
2,66

0,113
0,048
0,282
0,509
0,007
0,692
1,491

NS
NS
<0,05
<0,05
NS
<0,05
<0,05

0,81

0,091

NS

0,68

after pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy Again, depression
variables and the mean depression scoring was higher in
women than in men patients, however, without statistical
significance.
Rationale of pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy: Clinically
relevant decrease in rectal cancer growth and adverse events
of surgical intervention. The relevance of neoadjuvant radio
chemotherapy in term of rectal cancer operability have been
demonstrated by multicenter international surveys [ for ref. see
2]. The improved clinical outcome of pre-surgical treatment
with long-course radiotherapy with and without concomitant
chemotherapy in 64 patients with locally advanced rectal
cancer is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Clinically relevant improvement of rectal cancer treated by long-course pre-surgical radiotherapy with and without concomitant chemotherapy
Clinical
outcome

Relevant improvement
Radiotherapy

Radiochemotherapy

Patients

Per cent

Patients

Per cent

P

Tumordown staging

29

46

39

61

<0,05

Sphincter preservation

30

47

31

49

NS

Pathol. complete response

8

13

12

18

<0,05

Early local recurrence

10

15

3

5

NS

Acute toxicity

8

13

17

29

<0,05
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The results are clearly indicating superiority of the concomitant pre-surgical radio-chemotherapy over radiotherapy
alone in the treatment of rectal cancer. The down staging of
tumors treated with radiotherapy alone has been recorded in
46% treated patients, while the treatment efficiency was enhanced by a combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy
in 61% patients. The clinical data of sphincter preservation and
pathological complete response confirmed the superiority of
pre-surgical radiochemotherpy.
Discussion
As cancer is a life-threatening disease usually involving
aggressive and intrusive treatment, cancer patients frequently experience stress-determined psychosocial co-morbidities
and emotional alterations such as anxiety, depression, fatigue, sleep disturbances, apathy and cognitive and sexual
disorders [18]. The consequence of psychosocial distress
in patients with cancer include reduction of treatment adherence and coping capability, and impairment quality of
life. Although the unrecognised cancer-related distress is
harmful for patient’s disease-free survival, little interest is
paid to emotional status of cancer patients before and during anticancer treatment [19]. Clinical studies repeatedly
showed that different types of treatments and treatment
modalities have different impact on patient’s psychosocial
status [20]. Especially, radiotherapy is evoking serious psychosocial dysfunction, stress and anxio-depressive syndrome
[21]. During the past three decades it has been repeatedly
demonstrated that radiotherapy alone or with concomitant
chemotherapy and applied in form of neoadjuvant treatment
before surgery in patients with resectable rectal cancer, have
the best efficacy in term of tumor shrinkage and sphincter
preservation. It has been shown that the long-course neoadjuvant radio chemotherapy results in substantial tumor
down-staging, is tolerable and permits tumor removal by
surgical intervention [22,2). On the other hand, stressful
perception of the treatment itself and uncertainty in the
expectation of its effectivity may result in serious psychosocial distress resulting in psychosocial co-morbidities and
behavioural alterations such as anxiety, depression, sleep
disturbances. fatigue, pain, cognitive and sexual disorders.
Pelvic radiotherapy even combined with chemotherapy is
perceived by patients as a serious danger for their vital functions. The pre-surgical combination modality is expected
to be a badly tolerated stress-inducing event, since patients
perceive their cancer as more severe and as a result they may
show higher stress symptomatology.
In an attempt to verify the hypothesis, patients who
agreed to participate in the survey were asked to complete
the questionnaires at four time points; prior to starting
pre-surgical radio chemotherapy treatment, at the end of radiochemotherapy, and again at the first post-surgical clinical
inspection.Our results confirmed this proposition indicating
that patients treated with neoadjuvant radiotherapy were af-
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fected by enhanced symptoms of anxiety and depression in
time, when the indication of radionchemotherapy as a first
line treatment was disclosed. As a consequence, patients
reacted by enhancement of clinical cancer symptomatology
and low level of overall quality of life. In accordance with
the previously reported data [6], the quality of life scores
remained low during the whole course of treatment regardless patients gender.
In the survey, female patients have shown higher level
of anxiety and depression symptoms compared with males
both before and after radiotherapy: Before pre-surgical
radio chemotherapy physical (74,8 vs.66,5), role (81,1 veers
50,3) and cognitive (78,2 vs. 63,7) functioning was lower
in female patients. Likewise, female patients suffered more
from anxiety (11,2 vs. 13,8) and depression (6,8 vs. 9,6) than
men as reported in the HADS questionnaire. The symptom
scores were enhanced in accordance with psychosocial
disturbances.
Our results, showing qualitative differences in the psychosocial disturbances among men and women treated with
radio chemotherapy are in line with previous studies: Stehlen and co-workers [23] demonstrated higher anxiety and
pain scores reported by female patients during pre-surgical
radiotherapy. The relevant predictor variables of enhanced
stress symptomatology included gender, marital status and
age. Female patients treated for cancer with pre-surgical
radiotherapy suffered more from anxiety, depression, insomnia and dysfunctions in emotional functioning [24,25].
The authors, however, did not measure baseline psychosocial
disturbances before radiotherapy treatment initiation. Our
results indicated that in female patients the highest level
of stress symptomatology occurs in the pre-treatment period, when the need of pre-surgical radiotherapy has been
disclosed. It is to note that information intervention alone
about the clinical benefit of the pre-surgical radio chemotherapy, is insufficient in protecting patients from enhanced
stress. This suggests that all patients regardless the gender,
but especially women expecting pre-surgical radiotherapy
and having enhanced clinical symptomatology, should be
routinely screened for psychosocial distress.In addition to
the approved need of psychosocial support during the whole
trajectory of cancer, our results are underlining the importance of targeted psychological intervention for patients
undergoing pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy.
Enhanced chronical anxiety, depression, emotional and
cognitive dysfunction may have negative impact on cancer
patient’ssurveillance, coping ability, treatment efficiency, overall quality off life and cancer-related survival time [26,27]. This
in turn means that medical care providers must be aware of
the psychosocial burden of different severity troubling patients
and their relevant during the whole course of the disease,
from disclosure of cancer diagnosis, through treatment, until
cancer progression, palliative care, terminal phase and death.
The pre-surgicalradio chemotherapy remains to be one of
the critical events. Therefore. recognising the awareness of
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the psychosocial changes, emphatic targeted communication, informational, emotional and behavioural interventions
should be offered by doctors, nurses, psychologists and oncology social workers [28] in an encouraging atmosphere. The
improvement of quality of life, emotional status and treatment
outcome of patients during and after psychosocial intervention
should be analysed in more details.
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